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What are some of this biggest 
challenges in running a snow business?



The goal is to build a well-balanced business model



A Good Snow Company

A GOOD company fixes 
the problems

A GREAT company solves 
the problems

A Great Snow Companyvs 



Building A Great Snow Company
Today’s learning objectives, include a high level overview of a broad subject matter…

Everything discussed today must be strategic to your organization. 

Learn how to become the 
clear & obvious choice to 

potential clients 

Understand the 
different type of 
market segments

Different 
Types of 
contracts  

What type of 
snow contractor 

are you? 

Identifying your niche 
and sticking to it. You 
must work within the 

capabilities of your 
knowledge and 

resources.

advantages and 
disadvantages

and remain the 
preferred vendor 

to others.

and 
where 
you fit



You Need to Ask Yourself Some Questions.

Identifying your target niche and sticking to it.
How to Identify Your Niche?   

What do I (we) enjoy doing? 
Even within the snow industry, there will be 
some things that you like, and some things 
you do not like. 

A. Office Building
B. Shopping Centers Malls
C. Industrial
D. Residential
E. HOA-Multi-Family
F. Third Party Work
G. Sub-Contracting



You Need to Ask Yourself Some Questions.

Identifying your target niche and sticking to it.
How to Identify Your Niche?   

What do I (we) not want to do? 
Almost as important as figuring out what you 
enjoy doing is figuring out what you don’t 
enjoy doing. 

A. Sidewalks…some consider this the 
bane of their existence

B. Snow Management Companies, 
AKA ‘Third Party Work’

C. Residential
D. Any job where there are to many 

bosses…
E. Residential
F. Sub-Contracting



You Need to Ask Yourself Some Questions.

Identifying your target niche and sticking to it.
How to Identify Your Niche?   

Where do I (we) have the most experience? 
Only you truly know your experience level and that of your company. 

Your confidence, your abilities and your resources shall guide this answer.

My biggest suggestion is figure it out 
before your commit yourself. 



? 

While you might start with a broad market 
(‘anyone who needs snow services’) you’ll need to narrow it down from there. 

How can you break your market into more specific target segments? 
Examine your  capabilities, your fleet, and say a 10 mile radius from your facility. 
The answer to this question will often be found within and will help you better 

establish your strategic goals and objectives. 

What is my target Market? 

Identifying your target niche and sticking to it.



? 

Some clients may really value your services more than others. Think about the 
clients you’ve worked for and identify the ones who really understand the value of 

what you do, how you do it and were happy to pay your fees. 

Who Values my services? 

Identifying your target niche and sticking to it.



The goal is to eliminate your competition by having your potential clients or current 
clients understand your value proposition and therefore lessoning their choices. 

Set yourself up to become the best and obvious choice!

Identifying your target niche and sticking to it.



Snow pricing is different in all markets across the U.S. & Canada.

What drives the type of RFP’s , or the contracts requested is the market itself or 
what the client wants. Often based on their opinion, not yours.

You must remember there is no ‘right’ and  no ‘wrong’…
In the end it is what best suits you and the client 

to create a win-win relationship.

Different types of contracts: Advantages and Disadvantages
(keeping the lights on during a slow winter)



Explain the different types of contracts and you create the value proposition for 
them, but at the same time what works best for your  company. 

Help  create budget certainty for the client while creating guaranteed snow revenue 
for your company. 

Educate your clients

Different types of contracts: Advantages and Disadvantages
(keeping the lights on during a slow winter)



Risk Management
Contract deliverables

Quality Control-Performance and Communication
Budgetary Requirements-Proposed Cost Solutions

Focus contract structure on solutions…

Different types of contracts: Advantages and Disadvantages
(keeping the lights on during a slow winter)



Different types of contracts: Advantages and Disadvantages
(keeping the lights on during a slow winter)

…Keep it simple stupid. 

Simplicity



4 primary Contracts Types:

Per Push 

Different types of contracts: Advantages and Disadvantages
(keeping the lights on during a slow winter)

Seasonal HourlyPer Event



Billed per service typically on an ‘inch’ increment. Service standards typically dictated by the managing agent and the contractor 
typically has little control. 

Because there is no good way to certify what the inch amount is at time of service or the amount of times you service (full 
service, partial service, partial of a partial) billing disputes could arise. 

• No budget for client, no guaranteed revenue for contractor.
• Liability- Client can say do what you need to do to keep me safe.
• Contractor potentially over services account.
• Contract get’s cancelled client potentially feels they are taken advantage of.
• Client, dictates contract when to service or not to service based on budget not on risk, now contractor is 

potentially under-servicing which increase risk. 

• If client let’s you manage with reason and contractors manage with integrity and safety everyone wins. 

Risks

Reward 

Contract Type: Per push



Per Push

Contract Type: Per push



A Price Per Event Contract is suitable for all types of  storms and clients. If it is snowing all day long, snow is going to accumulate 
all day long. Therefore, that means that there will need to be multiple trips by the snow plows & salt trucks throughout the day
to maintain the areas some clients like that the ‘per event’ pricing is all –inclusive.

• You are responsible regardless of what it takes. Prolonged storms become costly to contractor.
• You must roll with the storm, waiting till the storm is over in most cases is not an option.
• With poor operational structure or weak team members, site costs could run out of control and the fixed 

billing might not reflect actual hours and materials put in.   

Contract Type: Per Event

• Customers are happy that they pay for only what they receive.
• Post storm work such as snow stacking or relocation, ice-checks, pre-salting and anything above contract 

scope is deemed ‘an-extra’
• Service scope is easy to define and there is little confusion on billing or collections
• With sound operational procedures, budgets can bet set similar to a landscape project, and goals and 

metrics can be clearly conveyed to the ops team members.

Risks

Reward 



Per Event
• These contracts typically require independent 

storm totals, such as ‘WeatherWorks’. This type 
of language is often in RFP’s.

• ‘inch’ amounts could be questioned, salting 
applications are often questioned. Proactive 
communication, documentation, before and 
after pictures will make sure everyone is on the 
same page with the service deliverables and 
billing. Safety and integrity. 

• A ‘time and materials’ page should be included 
as an exhibit for any ‘out of scope’ services.

• Black and white verbiage should be included as 
to what is included in contract and what is not.

Contract Type: Per Event



There are three types of seasonal contracts. In broad terms, this is a ‘locked’ in price contract for the season with little or no 
billable extras. The contractor is responsible to perform all work to standards typically know as ‘zero-tolerance’. The client 
expects ‘black pavement’ and crews on-site usually continuously throughout the storm. Seasonal contracts in the Mid-Atlantic 
region get characterized into two groups: ‘SEASONAL’ & ‘SEASONAL WITH CAP’.

• Ebbs and Flow of snow seasons. Some you might win, some you might lose.
• Operational you must run efficiently. 
• Could be equipment intensive
• Client could come back and ask for discounts if little or no snow.

Contract Type: Seasonal - Stability

• Guaranteed Monthly Income/helps balance winter cash flow
• Helps stabilize your winter workforce
• Helps pay for equipment
• Manage efficiently can have high margins

Risks

Reward 



Seasonal
• Most common trigger for service is at ‘first flake’.
• Contactor is responsible for all salting as 

necessary.
• Typically you have to push and pile within ‘pile-

zones’, Heavy stacking or relocation typically 
additional.

• Season typically November 1st- April 15th   (or 
later in some states)

• Payments are often amortized in equal payments 
over contract period.

• Ideally contracts are for 2-3 year terms.
• Some flexibility in contract language which 

balances risk-reward for both owner & 
contractor.

Contract Type: Seasonal



The hourly contract is very common in certain markets. This contract typically requires the same level of service as a ‘seasonal’ 
contract however you only get paid when a property is serviced. Hourly rate work also typically requires check-in’s with either 
on-site security or property manager via email or technology platform. 

• No snow, no pay.
• Client could question, control, manipulate, and examine every minute you are performing your services. 

Contract Type: Hourly - Win big or lose…

• Get paid for what you do!
• You will truly cover all your costs.

Risks

Reward 



Hourly
• Most common trigger for service is often at ‘first 

flake’ or 2” increment.
• Contactor typically uses his judgment for 

operational activities.
• Typically you are plowing, stacking and even 

relocating in one operation.
• If not using technology platform, paperwork is 

more labor intensive to manage.
• Usually competitively priced. 
• Most often you are required to ‘stage’ 

equipment on-site and either can, or cannot’ get 
paid a mobilization fee.

• Clients watching…GPS, Camera’s , client wants 
accurate billing

Contract Type: Hourly - Win big or lose…



Closing 
Points

• Several contract options to choose from. Your market often dictates the type of contract you will be proposing. 
Educate client on options. 

• The ideal mix of contract is 60-70% Seasonal, 20-30% Per Event and 10% other. (time and materials suggested)

• The balance of several types of contracts allows for positive cash flow in light winters, and additional revenue 
during heavy winters.

• Your seasonal sales should be structured to keep the lights on keep employees employed, and bring a minimum 
desired profit should it snow the average amount. Your remaining ‘per event’ and ‘hourly’ contracts should help 
balance out those heavier winters on overages on your seasonal contracts, and ideally bring some additional 
revenue to balance profit margins. 

• Using the above methods and ratios you should be able to find the appropriate balance for your business. 



0

Sub-Contracting can be used as a means to allocate equipment or surplus resources. While it can bring steady work and 
build good relationships you must find the balance that works for your company.

There are many ‘National’ companies today looking for snow service providers. At the end of the day working for one of 
these companies has to make sense. More often than not, the prices paid are very competitive and the risks in getting 
paid are substantially larger than working for a client directly. 

If you are going to sub-contract to ‘Nationals’ or larger regional companies my suggestion is your volume should be less 
than 20%. I also suggest negotiating rates and payment terms as there is often margin to negotiate. 

If you do decide to sub-contract, privately or with a national, you must READ and Re-READ your sub-contract agreement. 
They are very often one-sided and be wary of the ‘we pay, when we get paid, or ‘if we are not paid, you are not paid’ 
verbiage. Make sure your paperwork is 100% compliant as this is often an ‘excuse’ to not pay service providers.

Working with ‘Nationals’ is a good way to fill route ‘GAPS’ or revenue ‘GAPS’ so long as you can make it work for you.

Q: Sub-Contract or Not to Sub-Contract    |    A:    It’s what work best for your business!



Listen to your potential clients pain points. 
The top pain points are typically relating to scope of work, pricing, billing or the service performed itself. 

Educate the client on the top 3-6 best management practices to alleviate these pain points..
• Risk Management
• Pre-Season Planning
• In-Seasons Operations
• Post Season Closure

Discuss the contractor selection process, procurement process and the award process. There is nothing a matter with educating your 
audience on how to hire a competent contractor.

Ask questions, provide answers clearly and concisely. Do not over commit or oversell. All the client is looking for is a ‘TRUSTED ADVISOR’ 
(Builds deeper customer relationships, provides more complete solutions)

Develop a sound scope of work for your potential client. Just because there is a ‘RFP’ or a ‘Scope of Work’ it does not mean it’s the best to 
bid and execute on. Offer suggestions, how can you bring a better solution while trying to meet the clients goals and objectives.  

Develop your ‘value proposition’ into educational brand collateral. Leaving a positive impression with the client will  give you an 
advantage over your competitors. 

How to become the clear, obvious and best choice to potential clients…



Towards the end of the sales season its very easy to have dollar signs in your eyes. We often take 
accounts that are beyond our capabilities , overload our routes and we just say we will ‘figure it out’-
This is what creates organizational and operational challenges. 

Being a snow professional is more than saying we will just ‘figure it out’. Our industry is becoming very 
sophisticated and so are our clients-

When looking at snow opportunities, you have to ask the following questions…
- Does it fit my snow plan or demographic region (s)?
- Do the numbers really work?
- Do I have the assets or reserve assets to perform the work?
- Do I have the materials? Can I maintain an adequate supply of materials to perform the work?
- Do I have sufficient labor and cash flow to support the work?
- If the answer to any of these is ‘NO’…

Just learn to say ‘NO’! It’s better to walk away from a job that you may potentially be able to bid again 
under better circumstances than to fail and be assured you will never have an opportunity again.  

BAD
BUS I N E S S

WHY, WHEN & HOW TO SAY NO TO KNEW BUSINESS



Thank You!
GreenMark Consulting Group is a Landscape-Snow Industry 

Consultancy-Coaching firm with more than 25 years of experience. 

To learn more about managing cross-functional business operations, business 
strategy and market growth projects, we encourage you to visit us on our Websites. 

Sign up for our Green to White Best Business Practices Handbook .

www.greenmarkgroup.com | www.greenmarkbootcamp.com                                             
www.greenmarkgroupcoaching.com 

Visit us at 



www.greenmarkgroup.com | www.greenmarkbootcamp.com                                             
www.greenmarkgroupcoaching.com 

Questions & Answers?
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